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ariation of the speed of large electric

machines driven by hydropower turbines

or used to drive pumped storage units

allows better overall plant efficiency, more

flexible power control in the pumping

mode, and improved power system fre-

quency control. There are several ways in

which the speed of a large machine can

be varied: pole changing, use of a vari-

able-frequency stator supply (via a load-

commutated inverter), or use of a

sub/supersynchronous cascade, in which

an asynchronous machine is doubly fed

(ie, via the stator and the rotor). ABB has

been at the forefront of development in all

three areas, and each of the methods is

now proven.

Francis turbines and pump-turbines

used in hydropower and pumped storage

plants have a runner with fixed geometry.

Advanced computer software and scale-

model laboratory tests are used to opti-

mize the runner design for a given head,

discharge and speed. Although very high

efficiency figures have been achieved in

this way, they are only valid at the so-

called best efficiency point, or bep. Away

from the bep, the efficiency drops sharply.

Since the hydropower turbine’s oper-

ational regime is dependent on the dis-

charge and head, and therefore highly

variable, the turbine design engineers

make compromises – both technical and

economical – based on the prevailing op-

erating conditions. Consideration also has

to be given to possible instabilities and

cavitation zones. Operation of the ma-

chine outside of the bep region not only

lowers the efficiency but also increases

the risk of cavitation or instability.

Further, a unit operating at fixed speed

in the pumping mode does not allow con-

trol of the discharge, and therefore of the

power taken from the grid.

Synchronous machines are inherently

fixed-speed units, and in hydropower

applications are either driven by turbines

or drive pumps. ABB offers a range of

machine designs that allow variable speed

[1 – 3]:

• Pole-changing synchronous machines

• Synchronous machines which are

stator-fed at variable frequency via a

load-commutated inverter (LCI)

• Asynchronous machines with a wound

rotor fed at variable frequency (sub/

supersynchronous cascade)

Compuerto pilot project

ABB has accumulated a wealth of experi-

ence with sub/supersynchronous cas-

cades in connection with frequency con-

verters that the company has supplied to

various European railways [4]. Based on

this experience, it was decided to go

ahead with a pilot project to demonstrate

the benefits of the sub/supersynchronous

cascade for hydropower applications.

The site that was chosen for the pilot

project is the Compuerto hydropower

plant in Spain. This is owned by Iberdrola,

S.A., who also partially financed the pro-

ject through the Spanish Association of

Electrical Utilities (PIE).

The Compuerto hydropower plant is

located on the upper reaches of the river

Carrión, in Velilla de Rio Carrión, a com-

munity in the province of Palencia. Key

plant data include:
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ABB Varspeed
generator boosts
efficiency
and operating
flexibility of
hydropower plant

Fixed-speed turbines in hydro-electric power plants operate most

efficiently at a so-called best efficiency point (bep) that represents the

best combination of speed, head and discharge. Away from the bep, the

hydraulic efficiency drops sharply. By operating the turbines at variable

speed, overall efficiency can be optimized despite a varying head and

discharge. Spain’s Compuerto hydropower plant was chosen for a pilot

project with an ABB Varspeed generator – a variable-speed machine

based on the sub/supersynchronous cascade. It is demonstrating that

Varspeed offers better plant efficiency and grid frequency control, plus

more flexible power control in the pumping mode.
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• A head of between 102 and 63 m

• Two units, each with a 600 rev/min

Francis horizontal-shaft turbine

• A rated discharge of 12 m3/s per unit

• Generators rated at 12.5 MVA

Compuerto has been in operation since

1967 and is connected by a 3 km long 

46-kV power line to the switchyard of a

nearby fossil-fuelled generating station.

The power plant receives water from the

largest reservoir, with a volume of 95 mil-

lion m3, on the Carrión river. The hydro

scheme was built initially to provide water

for irrigation, electric power generation

having only a second priority. The water

discharge programme is therefore deter-

mined by the river authority and is based

primarily on agricultural needs. As a rule,

the irrigation period is from April 1 until

October 1, the reservoir being allowed to

fill up during the rest of the year. This

yearly programme had to be given due

consideration during the development of

the pilot project.

Improved performance 

of hydromachinery 

operated at variable speed

A hydraulic machine is characterized in [5]

by the following unit values:

• Unit speed (1)

• Unit discharge (2)

In these equations, H is the nominal head,

Q the rated discharge, n the nominal

speed and D the runner diameter.

Based on these values, the topo-

graphic curves of efficiency for a given tur-

bine or pump-turbine working in turbine

mode can be presented as in , also

known as a hill diagram. Inserting the

figures for H, Q, n and D in equations (1)

and (2) , values are calculated for n11 and

Q11 which lie close to the bep that gives

the best energetic conversion. The dia-

gram shows that if the values for Q and n

are maintained and H lies at only 60 per-

cent of its initial value, the operating point

will shift to A, with a drop in efficiency from

87 to 80 percent.

By reducing the speed to 88 percent of

its initial value, operating point A shifts to

1

B, resulting in an efficiency recovery to 

83 percent. Further improvements in effi-

ciency could be obtained with lower dis-

charges, whereby the operating point is

moved to C and D. Thus, when the speed

can be varied in the turbine mode the

machine operator is given a new degree of

freedom in seeking better efficiency.

In the pumping mode the efficiency

behaves similarly but there is now also an

additional option: control of the discharge

through speed variation. Pumps with a

fixed-geometry runner have a limited ca-

pability for controlling the discharge (ie,

through the guide vane mechanism), but

by varying the speed it is easy to control

the head, the discharge and the shaft

power. The following relationships exist as

rules of thumb:

• Head variation

H =  kh · n2 (3)

• Discharge variation

Q =  kq · n (4)

• Power variation

P =  kp · n3 (5)

where kh, kq, and kp are proportionality

coefficients.

gives the pump head versus dis-

charge characteristics for four different

speeds between 1.015 and 0.925 pu. This

diagram demonstrates the possibility of

controlling a pump operating against a

constant static head and shows the

dynamic head losses due to the penstock.

In , the discharge results and power

control range are given as a function of the

speed. Also, it is easily understood from

that a fixed-speed pump has only one

operating point, with no possibility of con-

trol. The operating point is given by the

intersection of the system characteristic

with the pump head versus discharge

curve.

Besides contributing significantly to

wider operating ranges for the pump head

and discharge, variable-speed operation

avoids the cavitation and instabilities that

can affect plant maintenance, service life

and vibration levels as well as aquatic life

in the river [3].
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Hill diagram showing the topographic curves of efficiency for a 
pump turbine operating in the turbine mode. A shift in the operating point 
to A (discharge and speed maintained, head 60% of initial value) 
causes efficiency to drop from 87 to 80%. Recovery to 83% efficiency (B) 
is possible by reducing the speed to 88%, with further improvement 
possible (C, D) by reducing the discharge.

n11 Rotational speed (see eqn 1) Bep Best efficiency point
Q11 Discharge (see eqn 2) η Efficiency

1

  Q11 = Q / (D 2 H )

n11 = n ⋅ D / H
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Main technical data of the

Compuerto pilot project

One of Compuerto’s two hydropower gen-

erators was selected for the pilot project.

To this end, its salient pole rotor was

replaced by a three-phase wound rotor 

of new design using a procedure which

will also be suitable for future retrofit pro-

jects.

For obvious reasons, the active power

rating of the generator could not be

changed. However, the limitations of the

doubly fed machine in terms of the mag-

netizing current have led to the conclusion

that the rated power factor in normal

operation should be unity, which does not

represent a limit for pumping mode appli-

cations.

The rotor is fed by a thyristor-based

cycloconverter, powered via three trans-

formers as shown in the single-line dia-

gram in .

The nominal data for the pilot project

are:

• Rated power 10 MW

• Rated power factor 

(at ‘return point’) 1.0

• Synchronous speed 600 rev/min

• Operating speed range ±10 %

Several changes had to be made to the

main equipment. As already mentioned,

these included the replacement of the

existing salient-pole rotor by a new, cylin-

drical type with its three-phase winding

connected to sliprings, the new rotor cas-

cade with frequency converter (in this

case a cycloconverter), and installation of

three three-phase transformers to match

the 50-Hz voltage side of the converter to

the generating voltage of 13.8 kV.

A new plant control system also had to

be installed. 

Control

The Varspeed control concept used in the

Compuerto hydropower plant is based on:

• Speed control via the turbine

• Power control via the asynchronous

machine

5

4

In normal operation, the main control

functions are divided between two separ-

ate controllers, each of which has dedi-

cated tasks.

The functions required to control the

cycloconverter and the asynchronous ma-

chine are implemented in one of the con-

trollers, while the second executes those

functions relating to general control and

the operation of the turbine governor.

Analogue and digital input/outputs are

provided for the exchange of data be-

tween the controllers.

To keep modifications to a minimum

the turbine is controlled through the orig-

inal hydromechanical governor, which has
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been specially adapted for the purpose. In

the Compuerto plant, the speed setpoint

can be changed manually at the control

panel to allow checking of the unit’s

behaviour at different speeds within the

operating range.

The operational capabilities of the

overall system are given by the P–Q

diagram in . 

The control hardware is based on

ABB’s programmable high-speed con-

troller (PHSC), a bus-oriented, programm-

able microprocessor system with interface

and supervision module [6].

The application software for the PHSC

has been written in user-friendly FUPLA.

This function block programming lan-

guage is object-oriented and provides a

powerful graphic environment that runs on

standard personal computers.

Vibration

As already mentioned, operation of the

hydropower plant is subject to certain

constraints due to the priority that is given

to the irrigation scheme. Also, because of

delays in the production of some of the

plant equipment, there was less time than

was originally planned for the installation

work and necessary adjustments prior to

commissioning. The project partners

therefore decided to carry out partial com-

missioning with the unit in asynchronous

mode during the period that was available

in 1993. 

During commissioning, it was observed

that vibration in the stator frame and core

was unacceptably high. Two facts com-

bined to produce this strong vibration:

• The stator winding of the Compuerto

unit has a fractional number of slots per

pole and phase, with the result that

subharmonics occur in the armature

reaction. In the case of the original syn-

chronous units this phenomenon was

the cause of relatively low exciting

forces. Due to the synchronous rotor

being replaced by an asynchronous

design, it became necessary to reduce

6
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The rotor of the Varspeed generator being installed in the Compuerto plant 5
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the airgap in order to minimize the

magnetization current. The reduced air-

gap causes an increase in the magnetic

field of the armature reaction, leading to

the exciting forces and vibration ampli-

tudes also increasing.

• The frame and stator core of the orig-

inal Compuerto machines exhibited a

mechanical resonant frequency very

close to 100 Hz, which coincides with

the frequency of the exciting forces.

Since the unit had to be operated within

the framework of the 1993 irrigation sea-

son, it was decided to modify the connec-

tions of the stator winding coils in order 

to lower the winding factor of the respon-

sible subharmonic of the armature reac-

tion and so reduce the exciting forces.

This was successful in achieving a reduc-

tion in vibration levels, but they were still

twice as high as the maximum figure per-

mitted by the standards. Accordingly, the

unit was operated during the summer of

1993 at 60 percent of its rated power to

reduce the vibration amplitude.

Investigations and tests were started as

soon as the excessive vibration was ob-

served . Tests showed that a rigid con-

nection exists between the frame and

core, which meant that the vibration level

could only be lowered by reinforcing the

existing ribs of the frame. The necessary

strengthening was obtained by welding a

radial reinforcement to each of the frame’s

ribs. All of the modifications to the frame

were carried out on the site.

Final vibration tests have shown that

the modification has caused the resonant

frequency to shift to 110 Hz, and that

there has been a significant improvement

in the vibrational behaviour at 100 Hz. The

maximum vibration measured on the

stator frame cover of the Varspeed ma-

chine is 10 mm/s, a figure comparable

with the 7.5 mm/s measured on the syn-

chronous machine. All of these values lie

within the limits given in the standards for

this type of machine.

Vibration could be a problem for Var-

speed retrofits in which the rotor is

7

changed and the stator configuration is

left intact. ABB has gained considerable

experience in this area, and also has the

measuring and analytical tools that are

needed to evaluate the prospects for

retrofit projects, ie, whether or not it would

pay to equip existing units with Varspeed.
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Commissioning

The total lead time for the Compuerto pro-

ject (until commissioning of Varspeed

ended in March 1994) was 24 months.

Because of the operating restrictions that

resulted from the irrigation programme,

commissioning had to be carried out in

two phases, ie, during

• asynchronous operation of the unit in

the summer of 1993, and

• Varspeed operation after the 1993 irri-

gation period.

The complete Varspeed system was com-

missioned in the last week of March,

1994. This involved the following tests:

• Speed governor tests

• Synchronization and coupling tests

• Active and reactive power measurement

• Load rejection tests

• Speed setpoint tests at different power

levels

• Start/stop chain tests

• Testing of the remote control

In general, the results of the tests confirm-

ed the good performance of the overall

system, extending from the hydraulic cir-

cuit to the power grid.

An oscillogram showing the changing

speed at constant power is reproduced 

in .8

Operating experience

The Compuerto pilot project has been

running for three years. The results ob-

tained from asynchronous operation in

1993 were obviously of less value than

those obtained during 1994, when the

generator was run in Varspeed mode. The

project installation was handed over to the

utility in 1995, in which year it ran for some

2,500 hours.

Asynchronous operation lasted 2,500

hours. Valuable experience was gained

with the 10-MW asynchronous generator

during this time, as the machine ran con-

stantly with a vibration level equal to twice

the maximum figure given in the standards. 

A more detailed investigation was car-

ried out during the 1994 season, when the

machine was run in true Varspeed mode.

2,855 hours of operation were recorded

during this time, the average power being

7,602 kW. Since the beginning of 1995,

the Compuerto unit has run in Varspeed

mode without any operating restrictions.

The original vibration problem has been

solved.

Operating incidents that did occur were

insignificant and could be resolved by

making minor adjustments to the equip-

ment and software. Today, the Varspeed

unit in the Compuerto hydropower plant

exhibits the same degree of availability as

the original synchronous unit operating in

parallel with it. Due to its flexibility, prefer-

ence is given to the Varspeed unit when-

ever the power plant has to be operated

under part-load conditions.
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